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Dear parents and carers, this scholastic year is soon coming to an end.  May is almost here!  It’s 

the month that brings us nearer to Summer days.  Days get longer and thus this enables us to 

spend more time outside observing life around us.  Everyone is very busy nowadays.  Everyone 

discussing everyday happenings.  Sometimes we agree, other times we do not! 

 

Has it ever happened to you that you regret it after saying something? 
Has it ever happened to you that you felt you had to say something but kept it to yourself instead? 
 

These are some simple points on which to reflect… 
 

When to stay silent and when to talk. 
When silence is golden. 

 
 Sometimes when we use silence as an answer it might be quite a stronger answer than words.  

Silence can be just as powerful as a hug can offer support and courage without the use of extra 
words! 

 

 Whenever in doubt about something it’s much to refrain from words.  If you are unsure about 
your own emotions sometimes it’s better to think twice and keep quiet. 

 
 Silence is surely the best choice than firing out whatever comes to our mouths.  If we know 

that our words can be hurtful towards others, it’s better to take a deep breath and evaluate 

the consequences. 
 

 Another moment in which silence is beneficial is when someone is eagerly talking, explaining 
and sharing experiences with us.  It’s best to do all we can to be good listeners, by showing 
interest, looking the person in the eyes and pay attention. 

 
An assertive answer. 

 
 Never let something bad pass unobserved.  If we keep silent in such cases it’s like we are 

accomplice with whom is doing the bad action. 

 
 Don’t be afriad to word out your opinion, simply and straight to the point whenever asked. 

 
 Believing in yourself helps you to understand yourself more.  This makes it easier for us to 

express our emotions both in our places of work and in all our relationships.  If you know 
arebeing sincere than nothing can scare you to voice out your opinion. 
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***** 

Wise words by Madre Teresa:- 

“When you are humble, nothing moves you, neither praises nor dispises, 

because you know yourself” 


